PHOTOGRAPHY
Information & pricing

PREVIOUS WORK

THE PROCESS
Step 1:

Fill out my form so I can better understand the direction of the
photos. Choose your package that is best suited to you.
• 10 images
• 20 images
• 30 images
• Monthly photography packages
• Custom packages

Step 2:

Based on your questions we will further discuss ideas and the
direction of the shoot. If desired a phone call can be arranged
to discuss in further detail. A quote based on your needs will
be sent.

Step 3:

After the questionnaire and the phone call, it is time I plan the
shoot. A full shoot plan including a mood board, colour palette,
prop direction and photo concepts will be sent for your
approval.

Step 4:

The contract along with the 50% depoist will be sent to you.

Step 5:

It is now time to send the products to my studio to let the
magic happen! Once the products arrive I will let you know
and give an update as to a approximate delivery date.

Step 6:

The shooting process begins which depending on the scope of
work and how many photos may be over a day or a few days.
I tend to shoot content over a few days to ensure it is to the
highest standard without feeling limited for time. Updates will
be provided throughout, I do post behind the scenes footage
from the shoots so please let me know if this can not be posted within this time due to products launching etc.

Step 7:

Once the shoot and all editing has been completed, I will send
over a PDF of all the photos for you to view. Once the final
payment has been processed, allow up to 24 hours to recieve
a link via email to access the photos.

Step 8:

Once everything is finalised, I will send back the products
unless you are wanting content in the future. Please note, I do
not cover the cost of shipping. Please include a return postage
bag or the cost of the shipping will be added to the final invoice.

PHOTOGRAPHY PACKAGES
MONACO

Perfect for businesses
needing a refresh or just
starting and are after content
for website, social media and
ads.

BALI

NEW YORK

Ideal for brands needing
more content across all
channels. Perfect for a great

Ideal for brands needing
more content for social
media and marketing. Perfect
for a great variety of different
styles of photos.

variety of different styles of
photos.

What is included:

What is included:
• 20 images
• Styled using props and
backgrounds to suit
your business
• Editing
• Delivered digitally online

What is included:
• 30 images
• Styled using props and
backgrounds to suit
your business
• Editing
• Delivered digitally online

From $900

From $1500

From $2200

•
•
•
•

10 images
Styled to suit your business
Editing
Delivered digitally online

The cost is quoted on a per project basis and is determined by the scope of work along with the usage rights. and the addition of GST.

MONTHLY PHOTOGRAPHY PACKAGE
Struggling to have on brand images of your products reguarly?
The monthly package is perfect for you. You will recieve
gorgeous images of your products each month in order to
keep your socials up to date!

What is included
Your choice of services per month allowing you the flexibility to
choose the content you need for your business.
The choice of photography, stop motions, Instagram creative
direction, graphics and illustrations
Editing to suit your business aesthetic
Questionnaire each month provided in order to assist in the
brief
Delivered via Google Drive or Dropbox
In studio (on location will require travel fee)

Cost
Three months
AUD$1000 minimum spend per month
Your choice of services per month must equal to $1000 or over

Please note that if props are required which I do not have e.g. fruits, flowers etc a prop fee will be
added. Payment plan available

BENEFITS OF MONTHLY PACKAGES
Running a business is hard, particarly staying on top of having on brand and gorgeous images of your products in
order to connect with customers via social media. This is why I created my monthly package option to take the stress
out of wondering what you are going to post next. This package option allows you the full ability to make all the decisions in how the minimum $1000 is spent per month. Giving you the freedom on what services you wish to choose per
month makes sure that the content provided is content that is needed and will be utilised to its full potential for your
business.
For example one month can be entirely photos, the next month can be a combination of photos, stop motions and
graphic design. However, the chosen services must equal to or be greater than $1000.
A prime example for the benefits of my monthly packages is my long term client Brow Code. Before working with me
their Instagram feed predomiantly consisted of their products in use or the results from the products, for example tinted eyebrows etc. The products themselves were hardly shown and if they were it was via UGC or a graphic. Since working with me they have incoporated more photos showcasing their gorgeous products, along with stop motions. The
photos and stop motions seamlessely are incoprated into the feed due to being styled and photographed to suit the
brands aesthetic. Now having images of the products themselves their target customer is able to see the quality of the
packaging and product, along with the results it achieves. Customers love being able to see what they are actually going to receive when purchasing items from Instagram and this is a prime example.

Before

After

STOP MOTION PACKAGE
Stop motions are a super fun and unique way of showcasing your product for social media, website or EDMs.

What is included
Chosen amount of stop motions (10-15sec)
Styled using props
Editing to suit your business aesthetic
Questionnaire provided in order to assist in the brief
Optional phone call to discuss
Delivered via Google Drive or Dropbox
In studio

Cost
One stop motion = AUD$180
Two stop motions = AUD$360
Please note that if props are required which I do not have
e.g. fruits, flowers etc a prop fee will be added. A photography and stop motion package is also available. Payment plan available

ILLUSTRATIONS

PRODUCT

PORTRAIT

FLATLAY

Illustrations of your products are
a fun and unique way of showcasing them across social media
or even your website. Pricing
varies depending on level of
detail and how many products
within the illustration.

Pricing varies depending on
how many people, level of
detail, background detailing or
added elements (such as the
umbrella in the above)

Flatlays have always been fun
but turning them into illustrations takes them to another
level. Pricing varies depending
on level of detail, how many
aspects etc.

Cost

AUD$50-$120

Cost

AUD$50-$150

Cost

AUD$80-$150

PAYMENT PLANS
Payment plans
This requires a 50% deposit to secure your spot within my
schedule and to begin work. Please note the deposit is
non-refundable. For larger packages a custom payment
plan can be created (for example 4 payments of $300)
You will not recieve the final images until the
remaining payment has been made.

Additional prop fee
A prop fee will be added to the total amount for the images if I do not have the props you require for the shoot. This
can include particular background colours, flowers, fruit,
material etc.

NEEDING YOUR PHOTOS ASAP?

Do you have a tight deadline? Are you launching a new
product? Don’t worry I am here to help! I now have an
expedite option on every single project in order for you to
get your photos on time before your launch or deadline.
Please note that expedite fees are not included in the
package fees and are an additional cost. The fee is added
due to working over time, on evenings and weekends to
complete the work. The expedite fees are seen below and
that cost will be added to the original package cost you
have chosen.

1 Image
$200

10 Images 20 Images
$400

$800

30 Images
$1000

WORK WITH ME

Contact
Email

hello@codiezofia.com

Instagram
@codiezofia
@codiezofiacreative

Website

www.codiezofia.com

